INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

The Journal of Nuclear Medicine will consider original articles in the following areas: basic sciences, in vivo function studies, in vitro studies, radionuclide imaging, clinical studies, and therapeutic applications. The category in which an article is submitted must be marked at the top of each manuscript. Articles must describe new and original studies which must be complete. Citations to literature and references to the literature and description of the techniques used. Articles are accepted for publication on the condition that they are contributed exclusively to this journal. Authors alone are responsible for the technical accuracy of their manuscripts. All material submitted should follow the style outlined in the Style Manual for Authors available from the Society of Nuclear Medicine for $5.00.

In addition to regular full-length articles, the Journal will consider manuscripts in the following areas:

Preliminary Notes communicating information about "works in progress". The text may not exceed 1200 words. Authors may submit (a) two illustrations, (b) two tables, or one double and one illustration. An additional 400 words of text may be submitted if no illustrations or tables are required.

Case Reports or brief clinical notes. More than one patient may be described if there are obvious similarities in the phenomena or reactions described. The requirements for length of a Case Report are the same as those of Preliminary Notes.

Concise Communications are short, definite articles of completed research. They must not describe work that will be published in fuller detail later or be a portion of a study being reported in several short papers. Concise Communications must be submitted without errors and must conform exactly to the instructions for style of manuscripts. If accepted, they will be given more rapid publication than longer articles. Concise Communications must not exceed ten double-spaced typewritten pages including text, tables, figures, captions, and references. Each figure with its accompanying caption will be counted as one-half of a manuscript page.

Letters to the Editor are comments on material previously published in the Journal or personal opinions of limited but immediate interest in relation to the "state of the art".

In preparing manuscripts for submission, please note the following:

Tables must be typed double spaced on one side of 8½ x 11-in. bond paper with at least 1-in. margin on each side. The original with three carbons must be provided.

Tables must be typed on separate sheets of bond paper, numbered consecutively with a running number, and have titles (in capital letters, centered). Make sure to provide headings for all columns. Omit vertical lines under title and under column headings.

Illustrations must be submitted in photographic form (8 x 10-in. glossy prints) or as original India ink drawings. Freeland lettering is not acceptable. Two copies of illustrations must be submitted. Labeling should be clear, set in initial caps and lower cases. Quality illustrations will be returned to authors. Submission of two copies is required because good quality is essential for clarity of presentation. Photographs should be mounted on white cardboard. Illustrations should be identified by a label posted on the back (do not write on the back of photographs with pen or pencil) indicating number, author's name, and an abbreviated article title. The top of each illustration must be clearly marked to indicate that the illustrations are understandable without reference to text should be grouped on a separate sheet double spaced. Authors will be charged $10 for every illustration over four.

References must be cited in the text by number (underlined in parentheses) in order of appearance. A consecutive list according to reference number must be submitted on a separate page double spaced. Literature references must be cited in the following order: name of author (last name first, then initials with no punctuation), article title, article title (initial capital and lower case), name of periodical abbreviated and underlined for italic (check List of Journals Indexed in Index Medicus for abbreviation), volume number, colon, first to last page of article, year. Up to three authors will be listed; one or more authors past the third will be designated "et al." Example: Poo ND, Dorz EK, Swanson LA, et al. Misinterpretation of lung scans in the diagnosis of pulmonary embolism. J Nucl Med 8: 345-362, 1967. For books, the order is the following: author's last name with initial(s); Title of book underlined in caps and lower case. City of publication, publisher, year of publication, page citation. Example: Berne E: Principles of Group Treatment. New York, Oxford University Press, 1966. P. 36. Chapters in books will be treated as journal articles with regard to capitalization.

EDITORIAL COMMUNICATIONS. All editorial correspondence should be sent to the Editor, Frank H. DeLand, M.D., 723 Avon Lake, Lexington, Ky. 40508. Books and monographs covering the use of nuclear phenomena in the diagnosis and treatment of disease and allied fields will be reviewed as space is available. Send copies to the Editor at the address above.
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